
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 

     BEGINNER COURSES 

 BEGINNER BRIDGE - Learn bridge the FUN way, by playing! This unique course teaches you the world’s great-
est card game in a painless format that let’s you participate. Ora uses the extremely effective methods developed by Audrey 
Grant.                                6 LESSONS, $100 

 

 

 INTERMEDIATE BRUSH-UP - How to plan and play a no-trump contract, no-trump bidding and the Jacoby 
Transfer convention. Also opener’s rebids after a new suit response and after a limit response, pre-emptive bidding and re-
sponses, finesses and card combinations as both a declarer and as a defender..             
                    6 LESSONS, $100 

 

 INTERMEDIATE  REVIEW - How to plan and a play trump contract, forcing and non-forcing bids, how to bid 
your slams and the Blackwood convention, general defensive principles, the take-out double and responses, as well as when 
to make a penalty double and penalty scores.                              
                    6 LESSONS, $100 

 

 INTERMEDIATE WORKSHOP - Opening leads, responses to one of a suit and responder’s second bid, over-
calls and responses to overcalls, the Stayman convention, the weak two bid, how high and when to compete in the bidding 
with the law of total tricks.                    
                    6 LESSONS, $100 

 

      LOVE TO PLAY NOTRUMP -  The techniques and skills to improve your play in the most frequent and 

 highest scoring bridge contracts. You should LOVE to play notrump.  Love to play notrump 1,2,3,4,5,6.   

            6 LESSONS, $100 

 

      HOW TO BID EXCITING HANDS -  Modern notrump bidding, bidding with exciting shape, close-out bids, bidding  
 judgment 1 (opener’s 3rd bid), bidding judgment 2 (how to show 18-20 points), bidding judgment 3 (how to bid with  
 a bad hand).          6 LESSONS, $100 

 

         KIILLING DEFENSE  -  How to win by defeating their contracts! The card to lead from short suits, the card to lead from 
long suits, discards and signals, killing defense 1, killing defense 2, killing defense 3.      

            6 LESSONS, $100 

 

Each course is a series of 2 hour lessons. Each Intermediate and Advanced lesson consists of a 40 minute lecture, discus-
sion, then play and analysis of specially prepared hands. 

 

SEE SCHEDULE ON REVERSE FOR TIMES WHEN THE ABOVE COURSE ARE OFFERED 

 
 

To enroll in a course, complete the tear-off  portion on the reverse side and mail with your check to Jourdan’s. 

          INTERMEDIATE COURSES 

                                                     ADVANCED COURSES  

        


